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ABSTRACT 

 
Shanghai cooperation organization is a very significant development in the world political scenario and regional 

environment. Shanghai Cooperation Organization would be a ray of hope to eradicate terrorism, separatism and 

extremism in the region. On the other hand, Pakistan is a victim of terrorism, separatism, extremism and socio-

economic devastation in every sector. Conflict of Kashmir is an important, vital and major problem of both countries 

Pakistan and India. To solve these issues and complications Pakistan should have to play its role at the platform of 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization. Thus, SCO countries would also gain an opportunity to resolve the regional 

unrest situation in the region particularly Afghanistan with the help of Pakistan. One more thing, of which, Pakistan 

is facing from the beginning, that is American and Western influence at a wide scale, to come out from the 

American and Western effects would be a great task for Pakistan at the SCO platform. So SCO and Pakistan are 

essential for each other. Therefore, mostly qualitative research methodology would be used for the purpose of this 

research project. 
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Introduction 
 

 An important and remarkable feature of the modern world is to develop international 
relations among the countries and nations of the world and ensure better stable international and regional order and 

cooperation among the different countries and nations. Because they cause to construct more peace and security, 

prosperity, alleviation of poverty, equality among nations, trade, commerce and other essential requirements of the 

nation and countries with the spinning of period and growing the population of the world. The requirements of the 

states have enlarged and none of them can establish themselves only with their resources, to live alive they have to 

deal with other nations regarding their economic wants (Alimov, 2018) 

In this scenario, many regional organizations established which had different aims and 
objectives like CETO, SENTO, NATO, WARSA, ASEAN and SAARC etc. Most of them were under of American 

capitalist bloc and had soft corner for capitalism. So they were not more effective to establish peace and prosperity, 

in this background Pakistan had no good experience to work with America and its allies. In this scenario Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization was a silent but warm response for America and capitalist bloc in the region. 

 Shanghai Cooperation Organization is a significant regional organization.  SCO owes its foundation to “Shanghai 

Five” designed in April, 1996 by China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. It was retitled as SCO 

when Uzbekistan joined it on 15 June, 2001. Its focal goal is close teamwork and communication among the 

member countries in all arenas. The roots of SCO is found in “Shanghai Five” which was begun by China in order to 

find a way to resolve its border disputes with CARs through mutual dialogues and discussion.  Russia, Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan share a long boundary with China. Prime concern of China was the protection of whole 

peace, solidarity and stability in the region. China wanted to create a significant plan and framework to solve border 
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disputes with the help of Russia in the Central Asian region and to decrease troops among the border regions. To 

achieve this purpose established two committees in 1993, one of them was   for assurance construction and weapons 

reduction; and the other committee was for shared borderline demarcation. According to the Dr. Aman Memon, the 

chief aim of the Organization was clearance of boundary clashes between the adjacent countries. In this way the 

Organization and states positively determined the boundary clashes and shaped a 7400 kilo meters lengthy boundary 

of peace, prosperity, harmony and stability. A meeting was held on June 7, 2002 at St. Petersburg, Russia, in which 

the leaders SCO member countries signed the Charter of the SCO (khan, 2013).                                                                                                                                                          

On the other hand, when we see the Pakistan position in the region During Afghan jihad the most important country 

for America was Pakistan. America launched Afghan jihad with the help of Pakistan. In the result of this war many 
terrorist groups had been launched, which called mujahedeen. Afghan war forced Russia to go back and last decade 

of 20th century Russia went back. After afghan war, Pakistan fallen a prey 
to terrorism, extremism, religious anarchy, political instability etc. Furthermore, Pakistan 
worsened her relations with neighbor states like Afghanistan, Russia and with India through Kashmir dispute. 

Pakistan got loss billions of dollars. (Michael, 2007)  

Almost Pakistan collapsed to the level of fifty years back. In the result of Afghan war,  
Pakistan involved again war on terrorism, in which Pakistan has lasted at least 60,000 peoples due to terror attacks, 

as well as the financial, economic and commercial damages have estimated almost one twenty billion dollars. Thus, 

from 2001, the nation has also hosted lacs of Afghan migrants who came in Pakistan during the conflict in 

Afghanistan. In the result of that Pakistan is facing economic losses like 120 billion dollars due to terrorism in 17 

years, losses in export and import, foreign reserve decline, rupee loses, foreign investment losses etc. due to 
economic losses Pakistan is declining continuously in the eyes of nations. This is the condition, in which Pakistan 

has fallen and on the other hand Pakistan has tasted the flavor of American friendship many times from 1947 to 

2019. So now it is a crying need of the hour that Pakistan should meditate her economic condition and maintain that 

so that Pakistan could face coming future challenges in every field of life.  

Alleviation of poverty, unemployment, and load shedding and energy crisis are the major 
issues in Pakistan now. In this regard, General Pervez Musharraf established Pakistan’s 
relations more strong with China and did joint venture agreements with Chinese government indifferent fields. 

Regarding Pakistan military government Chinese Prime Minister Zhou Rongji said that presence of army control in 

the country would not disturb both countries associations and clearly described that “In our nation building 

endeavors, our two countries have supported each other and have carried out fruit full cooperation”. (Kataria & 

Naveed, 2014) 

One more major issue American influence in the region and its ambition to prevail on 
the region is a big issue. Afghanistan’s condition is in front of us, in which, Taliban, American forces and other 

elements are disturbing Pakistan’s stability, integrity and economy. This is the reason which Pakistan will have to 

elucidate all these complications at war footing basis; for this, Pakistan will have to be independent from American 

political romance and in this regard, it is true step of Pakistan to join Shanghai Cooperation Organization and get 

permanent membership (Rehman, 2014). 

It is good chance to gain many opportunities for Pakistan in Shanghai Cooperation Organization. Dr. Muhammad 
Saif-ur Rahman writes in his article, Pakistan has a unique physical features and this quality can be a great blessing 

for Pakistan as well as for the Central Asia, East and South Asia. In this perspective, Pakistan is like a crossroad and 

can play a very accountable, productive and progressive role. After 9/11, Pakistan severely hurt due to extremism 

and terrorism, so she obviously decided to join the SCO (Rehman, 2014). 

Dr. Saif-ur Rahman gives more views on Pakistan and SCO relationship that Pakistan’s 
position according to security and stability is an essential for SCO states and without Pakistan to acquire SCO’s 

objectives would be a hard task (Rehman, 2014). So need of the project is that to explore the more significant steps 

and relations in which Pakistan can play an important role to institute regional stability. 

Goals of the work 
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The purpose of the research is that to describe solution of different kinds of Pakistan’s problems and issues at the 

platform of SCO and narrate the history and background of Shanghai Cooperation Organization so that actual power 

and strength of the organization could be vivid. Similarly, to discuss the social, economic and political impacts on 

Pakistan. One more big issue which Pakistan faces that is dispute between India and Pakistan, without solving this 

problem there is no way to set peace in the region so how can Pakistan get a way to solve this issue, it would be 

discussed. Same like the greatest curse in the region is that instability and Pakistan is a great victim of that so how 

Pakistan can solve the problem at the SCO platform? These objectives are given below.  

 To investigate the socio-economic and political impacts on Pakistan after joining SCO.  

 To study the impact of Pakistan’s role regarding stability in South Asian and surrounding region. 

Research Questions 

 
 What is importance of Shanghai Cooperation Organization for South Asian Region? 

 Why Pakistan is important for SCO and SCO for Pakistan? 

 How American policies forced Pakistan to join SCO? 

 What is the impact of SCO regarding solving the socio-economic and security issues in Pakistan?   

1.4.   Significance of the Study:    

 
 Shanghai cooperation organization is a very significant development in the world political scenario and regional environment. It 

would be a ray of hope to eradicate terrorism, separatism and extremism in the region. On the other hand, Pakistan is a victim of 

terrorism, separatism, extremism and socio-economic devastation in every sector. So this study would deliberate how Pakistan can 

play an imperative role at the platform of Shanghai Cooperation Organization. 

 Thus, SCO countries would also gain an opportunity to resolve the regional unrest situation in the region particularly Afghanistan with 

the help of Pakistan. One more thing, of which, Pakistan is facing from the beginning, that is American and Western influence at a 
wide scale, to come out from the American and Western effects would be a great task for Pakistan at the SCO platform. So this study 

describes how SCO and Pakistan are essential for each other and how Pakistan can get rid of Western influence? 

Concept of Pakistan about Regionalism  

 
        Pakistan is an obviously situated nation on such place in the world which is connection of Central Asian states, 

South and West Asian region. Similarly, Pakistan's certifications are very splendid by virtue of geo-vital, geo 

political and socio-economic viewpoints. Pakistan is a characteristic connection among Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization nations, particularly land bolted Central Asian states, Xinxiang which is the province of China and 

Afghanistan as well as towards southern states for example Bedouin sea and the states of the Middle East. Same like 

Pakistan's interesting topography schemes are the significant for the region. Pakistan can accept critical work for 

emerging from north to south exchange plus vitality passage with the encouraging chances, pipelines and rail 

interface up to Gwadar. As of late closed Pakistan and China on building up of Kashghar and Gwadar Street rail 

arrange is a permitting advancement and correct way for benefit of every single territorial partner. Being a vitality 

shortage nation, Pakistan vitality requests is developing continuously. Right now 'vitality emergency's is defined 

significant matters of the nation. To join Shanghai Cooperation Organization, Pakistan means to see its vitality lack 

on never-ending premise. Right now, afghan pipeline venture commonly recognised as TAP would go about as an 

achievement (Rehman, 2014). 

SCO and Pakistan  

 
        Geo-deliberately and geo-strategically, Pakistan and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization share normal 

welfares and handle basic dangers. For Shanghai Cooperation Organization, the matters of dissent, combativeness, 

fanaticism, psychological warfare as well as medication dealing are of grave concern, though Pakistan is at the 

cutting edge of the considerable number of fights against these difficulties. This shared characteristic of direction 

has facilitated possibilities for upgraded collaboration between the two, which fortifies Pakistan's case for full 

enrolment. Against this scenery, SCO part states have additionally upheld Pakistan's situation as a part nation. 
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Pakistan is presently a spectator state, and its full enrolment status is getting looked at. China, right now, attested its 

help for the augmentation of full enrolment to Pakistan (cpgs, 2015). 

Pakistan's risk factor and benefit in Shanghai Cooperation Organization is similarly significant. Open doors for 

Pakistan opposite SCO are plot in the succeeding sections. In the wake of withdrawal of International Security 

Assistance Force (ISAF) from Afghanistan by December 2014, the rising regional security condition warrant quick 

consideration of all the partners. Keeping the chief security motivation of the union that is, staying away from strife 

through shared certainty constructing and countering the danger of fear mongering; Pakistan can pick up advantage 

from the two objectives of the association on behalf of vital increases.  

          In the first place, the take-off of the Taliban from Afghanistan expelled a significant aggravation in Pak-Focal 

Asian relations. What's more, also, the union of interests among Pakistan and SCO individuals on the worldwide war 

against fear based oppression. The move in its international strategy, particularly concerning stretching out 

participation to all part nations on the issue of hostile to fear monger endeavours helped Pakistan in introducing a 

right position in the multilateral gathering. Pakistan joined the SCO in 2005. With the progression of time, SCO end 

up being a significant association from the perspective security, financial, vital and social purposes as to contain this 

wonders, strategic mastery picked up by Shanghai Cooperation Organization safety faculty below the opportunity of 

Regional Anti Terrorists Structure can be reached out toward Pakistani safekeeping offices. Pakistan can profit by 

differentiated operating preparing to additionally augment safety processes (Rehman, 2014). 

       Pakistan esteems exceptionally its relations with the SCO and completely shares in its targets for advancing 

financial participation among the part states. Pakistan was the principal nation to apply for a "Spectator" status in the 

SCO. Pakistan's confirmation was first crippled by the Focal Asian individuals for their help of the "Northern 

Coalition" (ethnic Tajiks and Uzbeks) against Pushtoon-overwhelmed Taliban in Afghanistan. Pakistan not just 

bolstered the Taliban, who controlled very nearly 80 percent of Afghanistan, yet in addition agreed accepted 

acknowledgment to their legislature. Tajikistan unequivocally contradicted Pakistan's participation because of its 

solid help for Taliban in Afghanistan. Two advancements extraordinarily encouraged Pakistan's entrance into SCO. 

In the first place, the take-off of the Taliban from Afghanistan expelled a significant aggravation in Pak-Focal Asian 

relations. What's more, also, the union of interests among Pakistan and SCO individuals on the worldwide war 

against fear based oppression. The move in its international strategy, particularly concerning stretching out 

participation to all part nations on the issue of hostile to fear monger endeavours helped Pakistan in introducing a 

right position in the multilateral gathering. Pakistan joined the SCO in 2005. With the progression of time, SCO end 

up being a significant association from the perspective security, financial, vital and social purposes (Rehman, 2014). 

Geo-Strategic Location of Pakistan 

 
       Pakistan is located at such place which is intersection in the region particularly in South, West, and Central Asia 

and this position makes Pakistan very significant state in the SCO states and due to being as an intersection makes 

Pakistan a geo-monetary, geo-vital as well as geo-political pivot in the region. Many Central Asian states are land 

locked as well as Xinxiang which is the province of China and Afghanistan. The trade of that states and other 

regions which are located in the same region are depended on Pakistan. This the reason, outstanding location of 

Pakistan deals with interconnectivity with other countries of the region and it is a golden chance for Pakistan to gain 

benefits and to get other occasions from the regional states and can make its economic and political position very 

well in the world. By the by, other than exchange stream of vitality would be the highest need zone. For this 

purpose, Pakistan can establish different infrastructure with the help of China and Russia like railway line and roads 

as well as gas pipeline from Central Asian states to Gwadar.  As of late finished up China-Pak MoU on setting up 

from Kashghar to Gwadar street rail organize would be the empowering improvement and correct way for every 

single regional partner. Similarly, Pakistan having a vitality shortfall nation, her vitality requests is developing 

continuously. Right now vitality emergency's is the most important and thoughtful problem of a nation. To join 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization Pakistan plans to see its vitality inadequacy on ceaseless premise. Right now, 

afghan pipeline venture commonly recognised as TAP would go about as an achievement.  Reasonable 

augmentation of that pipeline to the region and India, would additionally upgrade reasonability as well as 

significance of the undertaking. Therefore, Pakistan underpins Shanghai Cooperation Organization's vitality. 

Pakistan having insightful of her safety goals, constantly aware of keeping up key equalization versus India. SCO 

would be a fitting opportunity to start safety exchange among the member states and India. To join the Organization 

Pakistan can get a chance to recover Pakistan and Russia associations.  Pakistan means to adopt helpful job in 
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Afghanistan for U.S or NATO soldier’s removal in the month of December 2014. Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization would give a chance to Pakistan to assume significant job in the direction of harmony, soundness, 

safety and restoration under the banner of Organization whereas concentrating on correspondence foundation, public 

area (wellbeing and instruction) just as preparing of work force from open division organizations. Ultimately, 

psychological oppression is a shared adversary as well as testing the safety condition for district. Whereas holding 

hands with Shanghai Cooperation Organization, Pakistan would have the choice to fortify her safety tool with re-

established force (Rehman, 2014). 

The War against Terrorism and Pakistan  

Presently Islamabad rethought its approach and chose to terminate its help for the Taliban and rather become a 

bleeding edge state in the "war against psychological warfare." Following these advancements, Pakistan, alongside 

Iran and India, was acknowledged into the SCO as a spectator in 2005. Nonetheless, many accept that the 

incorporation of Islamabad was just a "show of power" by China and Russia, since this extended the SCO to 

incorporate five atomic forces (counting the eyewitnesses) enveloping about portion of the total populace. Also, 

after Pakistan's enrolment in the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), the SCO turned into the second security gathering 

which included both Pakistan and India. These systems can be utilized to examine respective issues between the two 

adversaries at various levels as an afterthought lines of authentic gatherings. Since the underlying motivation behind 

the Shanghai 5 was to determine fringe issues among China and Central Asian expresses, the association has broad 

involvement with the goals of limit contest. Whenever made individuals from the SCO, India and Pakistan could 

examine the structure utilized by China and the CARs for settling these sorts of issues and check whether they can 

use it in settling issues, for example, Sir Creek. Under the SCO structure, Pakistan might extend its resistance and 

security relations with Russia, which have stayed immature because of the Indo-Russian vital relationship and India 

Pakistan threatening vibe. The SCO may likewise contribute fundamentally to the further advancement of Pakistan's 

enemy of fear mongering abilities, particularly through the SCO Regional Anti-psychological oppression Structure 

(RATS). In spite of the fact that Pakistan has marked two-sided against fear based oppression participation 

concurrences with some SCO part states, RATS could assist Pakistan with institutionalizing hostile to psychological 

oppression collaboration in a progressively thorough way and on a more extensive scale (Zeb, 2006). 

Pakistan’s Performance  

On the diplomatic front, SCO enrolment has successfully eliminated the New Delhi’s design to disconnect 

Islamabad internationally. This was consequence of New Delhi’s misconceived policy of reprimanding opposite side 

for its own misdoings in Indian Occupied Kashmir and attempting to censure Islamabad accordingly. Indian policy 

of depicting Pakistan as „state supporting terrorism‟ nosedived as regional actors particularly Russia and China 

accepted Pakistan’s commitment and sacrifices against the risk of psychological oppression inside and beyond its 

outskirts. In the post Qingdao scenario, a one of a kind open door exists for Pakistan to build on the soul of 

developing the compassionate commitment. Assuming a productive job in the individuals to-individuals exchanges 

trust, building should be pursued. Encouraging dialog with the adversaries particularly among India and Pakistan 

inside the SCO structure will be a decisive advance in mouldings different side’s mind set. There exists an open 

door for Islamabad at the individual to-individuals level to help create an environment of shared bilateral objectives 

and add to regional soundness. Another open door for Islamabad in the post-Qingdao stage is to progress in the 

direction of the development of effective cooperative energy in the political domain, trade and economy, scientific 

advancement, culture, education, vitality transportation, natural protection and different fields. Every one of these 

open doors focuses towards regional peace, security and steadiness anchored in multipolar world order. Pakistan’s 

Gwadar deep-ocean port located offers reasonable and most brief course to the oil-rich Middle Eastern district. 

Resultantly, Pakistan can be an effective regional trade accomplice and travel vitality corridor. Another positive 

development that can profit Pakistan economically in the decisive manner is the Chinese president pledge of 30-

billion RMB (4.68 billion US dollars) fund to the SCO for flaunting facilitated commerce alongside the regional 

interconnectivity. China additionally committed to set up a special lending facility inside the system of the SCO 

Inter-bank Consortium. The consortium was established in 2005 with the point of providing financing and banking 

services to SCO part states venture project.  

Right now, is the name of regional cooperation, adapting economic development, trade diversifications, putting 

resources into transportation, mining and vitality sectors and creating political adaptability. The OBOR is an 

unfolding plan that would interlace Asia, Europe, Africa, Oceania and the Middle East through the vehicles of 

diplomacy, new infrastructure and organized commerce zones. Right now, has world-changing implications, China 
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Pakistan specific as well as will offer a chance to Iran, Afghanistan, Central Asian Republics, India, and the area of 

moving towards a sustainable peace and success. CPEC requires a dream for enhancement between the entirety of 

the stakeholders on improving geographical linkages through improved road, rail and air transportation arrange, in 

addition to individuals contact and cultural mix. Likewise CPEC means to enhance mix by means of academic, 

cultural and regional knowledge coupled by an increase in trade and ventures, producing and moving vitality for 

more noteworthy economic yield and development of co-activity that will bring about integrated area of shared 

destiny, peace and development (Fayyaz, 2019). 

Scenarios and Prospects for Pakistan  

Pakistan's position and benefit in Shanghai Cooperation Organization is similarly significant. Open doors for 

Pakistan opposite SCO are delineated in the succeeding sections.  

Key Objectives and Security  

 
In the wake of withdrawal of Worldwide Security Help Power (ISAF) from Afghanistan by December 2014 the 

developing provincial security condition warrant prompt consideration of all the partners. Keeping the primary 

security plan of the coalition, that is, maintaining a strategic distance from strife through shared certainty 

constructing and countering the danger of fear mongering; Pakistan can pick up advantage from the two objectives 

of the association for following key increases. In one way, the image of Pakistan is a main influenced having a piece 

of combat against fear-based oppression, because of delicate security condition in Afghanistan, SCO nations are 

helpless against the dangers of fanaticism and psychological oppression from neighbouring Afghanistan. So as to 

contain this wonders, strategic mastery picked up by Shanghai Cooperation Organization safety work force below 

discussion of Rodents, may be stretched out to Pakistani safety organizations. Pakistan may profit by expanded 

operative preparing to additionally amplify safety efforts. Right now, SCO military staff are encountering a wide 

range of armed responsibilities. Expected cooperation may increase her joint administrations arranging abilities. 

Artilleries, gear and other equipment which Pakistan military has for most part fabricated in the West, which are 

very panic and expensive too. Under SCO system, Pakistan will have a chance to search for different roads for move 

of innovation and grow guard coordinated effort with SCO union. Former Head of Armed forces of Pakistan 

General Ashfaq Pervez Kayani's visit to Russia in 2012 is an unequivocal sign of this chance. The biggest portion of 

medications are focused in Afghanistan and travelled to various pieces for the most part by means of Iran, Pakistan, 

Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. Shanghai Cooperation Organization's joint enemy of medication dealing drills can help 

Pakistan not just through preparing of faculty (Enemies of Opiates Team), yet in addition knowledge sharing can 

assist with uncovering the system of medications barrens. 

Monetary Chances  

The admission of Pakistan in Shanghai Cooperation Organization can create numerous views of commonly helpful 

monetary participation between different sides. Monetary open doors will focus on most punctual conceivable 

appearance of exchange and vitality passageway through laying Oil and Gas Pipelines which is called TAP and 

street rail connect up to Gwadar. Exchange science and business innovation would be extra possible territories of 

collaboration.  

Political Goals  

The admission in SCO would be a great improvement regarding relations with India. The major issue between India 

and Pakistan is Kashmir which is a hindrance in both nations development, SCO is a great stag for discussion about 

Kashmir and other dispute between both countries. In this regard, SCO would try to solve this issue because it would 

be a great hurdle in the development on SCO and the region, the same dispute would make U.S influence in the 

region, which is so dangerous for SCO. An umbrella of Shanghai Cooperation Organization may be a great chance 

to gain multiple benefits and relations with India, China, Russia and other states of the regions. Same like other 

regional organizations with which Pakistan associated like Economic Cooperation Organization which is called 

ECO would be real beneficial for Pakistan because SCO will support Pakistan in this regard to create influence of 

the organization, whereas it is no possible in U.S alliance for Pakistan.  It can likewise bring about improving 

conciliatory exercises and stately spot in the comity of countries (Rehman, 2014). 
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Conclusion and Recommendations  

 
Considering the imperativeness and cutting edge politico-monetary effort of the association, a couple of proposals 

from Pakistan's perspective are offered. Pakistan would have to keep its real need zone besides recover associations 

with Russia, defining first-hand objectives then abandoning question of virus war period. Moreover, Russia support 

Pakistan for award of observer rank in Shanghai Cooperation Organization and on the other hand Islamabad's 

reinforcement to Russia as an observer in OIC in 2005 is an express appearance to desire the collaboration between 

both states. The active and latent respective regions right now and Russia-Pak want to improve politics related 

collaboration to create key organization whereas reinforcing the local in combination with universal safety request in 

see of becoming Shanghai Cooperation Organization part status.  

There is overwhelming activeness to increase financial collaboration through increasing respective path as well as 

business exercises particularly vitality, overwhelming industry, cars, airplane industry, material and farming and so 

on. Russian aptitude in vitality sends out and pipeline undertakings can be misused to advance provincial financial 

combination of the area. Russian oil mammoth gas advancement has indicated enthusiasm for placing of Pakistan-

Iran what's more, TAP Pipeline ventures. Pakistan's directly substantial reliance over the West and US for its guard 

artilleries and hardware may significantly become diminished through advancing guard relations to Russia. 

Moscow's headway in skill, science and innovation will empower commencement of long-haul ventures of common 

advantage. Russian ability in space and deadly implement could assist Pakistan with furthering build up its 

safeguard enterprises. Connectivity of China and Pakistan associations in light of standard commonality of benefits 

and united discernment is the most extreme necessity. Help of China for Pakistan to admit in Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization is of incredible essentialness. China and Pakistan ties fill in as basis for its international strategy plan 

besides seeking after hardening of associations and agreement of both states in all cases. India and Pakistan military 

cooperation at high-ranking military management and administration may recover coordination and contribution 

amongst the states.  

The firstly since forever exchange understanding for shared advantage and collaboration between the two nations in 

1953, Sino-Pak exchange, which at first remained at 10 million dollars is currently prone to increment up to 15 

fifteen billion dollars. Current exchange size is probably growing meantime with the appearance of Kashghar and 

Gwadar exchange hall. Multiyear advancement program on exchange and monetary collaboration combined with 

encourage for improved vitality asset advancement, data innovation, infrastructural advancement will help the 

current monetary collaboration amongst the states. Foundation of Chinese Confucius Institute at National University 

of Modern Languages, Islamabad and Pak-China Friendship Center, Pakistan have prompted improve socio-

economic besides instructive trades…. Advancement of the travel will additionally help nearer thoughtful from 

individuals to individual’s level. Islamabad is the significant recipient as a consequence of guard participation 

amongst nations. Further need is that to unite current guard links by advancing combined endeavors particularly in 

the direction of creation of weapons and hardware including aeronautics, principle fight tank, and maritime frigates 

to accomplish the objective of confidence in safeguard creation. Focal Asia is vital to Pakistan because of her major 

geostrategic closeness besides hydrocarbon prospective.  

Moreover, Islamabad being the nearest country for Central Asian Republics towards, Persian Gulf, South, as well as 

rest of the world, will become improved on the Shanghai Cooperation Organization stage. All together to change 

current communication of politics related authority of the two sided into significant collaboration, foundation of 

street rail connect is proper approach toward Central Asia. This would carry another measurement to exchange and 

business exercises not just between the states however through remainder of Shanghai Cooperation Organization 

countries too. Security circumstance in Afghanistan is probably going to stay delicate significantly afterward the 

removal of ISAF troops, moreover elective alternatives are essential to become measured. Right now, development 

of just 36 km Long Street interfacing Pak-Tajik fringe through WA khan strip is by all accounts an attainable direct 

connection in the region of Central Asia. Subsequently the up-degree of Karakaram Highway, Islamabad would 

become connected toward Central Asian Republics, in any case, interfacing Focal Asia through street rail interface 

even by means of Iran should be assessed. All things considered; it is trusted that different street rail joins through 

Afghanistan would continue the best alluring alternatives substance to harmony as well as safety in Afghan area. 

Scarcely any means would encourage more improving associations between two side; improved social trades, the 

travel industry, media supervisors what's more, specialists in exchange and trade, money related and monetary 

organizations and agriculturists, researchers, educationists and understudies; encouraging visa and travel limitations 

for the two sides; Shut participation in security issues to check the danger of fear based oppression, fanaticism and 
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radicalization; broadening guard participation through more offer opening to Central Asian Republics Defense 

Powers Workers in Pakistan preparing foundations; as well as to offer preparing to Central Asian Republics' young 

representatives, likewise pushing the Central Asian states to set up monetary foundations to pace with the acts of 

showcase economy. The proceeded with affectability, delicacy and stressed relations among Pakistan and India in 

the midst of uncertain various issues representing a potential security danger not exclusively to South Asia rest of 

the provincial nations are probably going to be influenced with no special case to SCO alliance. SCO can assume a 

significant job to carry the two nations closer to one another under its ambit. A few proposed quantifies right now 

surely exchange is the motor of development as well as thriving and geo-financial aspects.  

India desire to tie-in Central Asia, by Afghanistan and silk course, expansion of planned Oil and Gas Pipelines from 

Central Asia region besides Iran are just conceivable by means of Islamabad. Therefore, Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization can seek after Hindustan to resolve the stretched extraordinary problems with Islamabad as well as the 

central dispute of Kashmir. Hindustan becoming the greatest sponsor of advancing exchange and business exercises 

at all levels, needs to truly consider after settling issues with Pakistan for practical harmony and steadiness in the 

district. End Union of Shanghai Cooperation Organization on account of a unipolar World is a surprisingly positive 

development in lieu of local nations when all is said in done and Pakistan specifically. SCO has given a significant 

chance to create certainty among the part states just as local nations in lieu of the advancement of harmony, safety as 

well as strength by tending to the aggravations amongst intra territorial and entomb provincial countries. Presently, 

it is basic for Shanghai Cooperation Organization to decidedly connect with the world media to extend its strategies, 

destinations and accomplishments meanwhile the time its assessment to the existent time.  

The association need figure it out the globe particularly the West that in spite of having a key force potential and 

power, the collusion has no structure to rise as a 'NATO of the East. Islamabad's admission in Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization as a complete part would become noteworthy for both in territorial besides worldwide setting. 

Islamabad can become a central point for advancement of exchange as well as vitality hall, henceforth has capacity 

to make a yielding commitment to SCO and give an achievable connection among Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization countries besides South Asian region. By and by, Islamabad's participation in the Organization is 

loaded with figure of difficulties then chief is its associations to Hindustan Unexpectedly, Hindustan doesn't appear 

to become sharp in connection with SCO in the wake of directing key association with USA. Islamabad desires to 

preserve seeking after reliably her approach in the direction of Russia for advancement of political vital benefits in 

the area. Additionally, spotlight ought to stay on Afghan area after 2014 situation. Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization with the cooperation as well as backing of Pakistan can unmistakably assume a vital job in recreation 

as well as restoration of Afghanistan. A made sure about, steady and serene Afghanistan will be in light of a 

legitimate concern for all partners counting provincial and extra local players besides at last prompting a serene 

world.   
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